
SolidX Litepaper

Abstract

This litepaper outlines the key components of the SolidX platform, a decentralized crypto
escrow service that aims to revolutionize transactions and deals in the cryptocurrency
landscape andmuchmore. By prioritizing security, transparency, and e�iciency, SolidX will
mitigate the risk of fraud, build trust among participants, and accelerate the adoption of
cryptocurrency. This document provides an overview of the upcoming features and
milestones planned for SolidX.
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1. Introduction

SolidX will o�er a decentralized crypto escrow service that aims to transform how
transactions and deals are conducted in the cryptocurrency industry. By leveraging
blockchain technology, SolidX will enhance security, transparency, and e�iciency to mitigate
risks and foster trust among participants. Among the Escrow services, SolidX will also o�er
manymore services that are lacking in the DeFi space and what could be done be�er. Find
the graph below.

EcosystemGraph

2. SolidX CEX&DEX

SolidX will include a centralized exchange (CEX) and decentralized exchange (DEX) that will
provide users with seamless trading experiences. The CEXwill o�er a user-friendly interface
for quick and easy trading, while the DEXwill enable peer-to-peer trading without
intermediaries. CEX will also include all SolidX services in one place.

3. Escrow System for Deals / OTC

SolidX's robust escrow systemwill facilitate secure transactions for both deals and
over-the-counter (OTC) trades. The systemwill ensure that funds are held in escrow until all
parties meet the predefined terms, providing a trustless and e�icient process.
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4. SolidX Ecosystem

The SolidX ecosystemwill encompass various features and functionalities to enrich the user
experience. This will include DeFi tools for SAFU developers and users, a rugfree deployer, a
conditional LP locker, the SolidX crypto card, andmore.

5. DeFi Tools for SAFUDevelopers

SolidX will provide a comprehensive suite of DeFi tools for SAFU (Secure Asset and Fund
Usage) developers. These tools will empower developers to build secure and reliable
decentralized finance applications on the SolidX platform.

6. Rugfree Deployer

SolidX will ensure the security of smart contracts deployed on its platformwith its rugfree
deployer. This tool will analyze and audit smart contracts to prevent vulnerabilities and
potential exploits.

7. Earn, Borrow& Supply Collateral

Users of SolidX will be able to earn, borrow, and supply collateral using the platform's
integrated DeFi tools. These features will provide opportunities for users to generate passive
income, access liquidity, and utilize their assets as collateral.

8. Stablecoin backed by BTC

SolidX will introduce a stablecoin backed by BTC, providing users with a stable and reliable
digital asset that preserves the value of their holdings.

9. DeFi Tools for Users

SolidX will o�er a range of DeFi tools for users, enabling them to participate in decentralized
finance activities such as yield farming, liquidity mining, and decentralized lending.

10. Conditional LP Locker

The SolidX platformwill include a conditional LP locker, which will allow liquidity providers to
lock their funds in liquidity pools under specific conditions, promoting e�icient liquidity
management.
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11. SolidX Crypto Card

SolidX will introduce the SolidX crypto card, which will enable users to conveniently spend
their cryptocurrency holdings for everyday transactions, bridging the gap between
traditional financial systems and digital assets.

12. SolidX Yield / Staking

Holders of $SOLIDX tokens will be able to participate in the SolidX yield and staking
program, where they can earn rewards for contributing to the security and stability of the
SolidX network.

13. Governance

$SOLIDX token holders will play a crucial role in the governance of the SolidX ecosystem.
They will have the ability to participate in decision-making and contribute to the platform's
development and evolution.

14. Roadmap

SolidX has a comprehensive roadmap that outlines its development and expansion plans. The
roadmap includes three phases:

● I Phase - 2023 Q4

○ MVP Ready for Launch: Development of the MinimumViable Product (MVP)
of the SolidX platformwill be completed.

○ Token Launch & First 100 Deals: Launch of the $SOLIDX token and facilitation
of the first 100 secure transactions will be accomplished.

○ DAOGovernance: A decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) will be
established for SolidX, enabling token holders to participate in governance
and decision-making.

● II Phase - 2024Q1

○ Solid Rugproof Liquidity Locker: A rugproof liquidity locker will be introduced
to ensure the safety of funds involved in transactions.

○ Multichain Expansion: Compatibility expansion to multiple blockchain
networks will be implemented for increased accessibility and a seamless user
experience.
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○ SolidX Deals Marketplace: A decentralized secure marketplace for
transactions will be established.

● III Phase - 2024Q2

○ SolidX Staking: The SolidX staking programwill be introduced, allowing
participants to earn rewards for contributing to network security and stability.

○ API Development & Scaling: Development of robust APIs will be conducted to
facilitate integration with external platforms and enhance scalability.

○ SolidX Ecosystem Expansion: Expansion of the SolidX ecosystem through
partnerships and services will be pursued to increase reach and foster
collaboration with other projects in the crypto space.

15. Conclusion

SolidX is a groundbreaking decentralized crypto escrow service that will reshape how
transactions and deals are conducted in the cryptocurrency landscape. By prioritizing
security, transparency, and e�iciency, SolidX will mitigate fraud risks, build trust, and drive
cryptocurrency adoption. With its unique features, $SOLIDX token, and comprehensive
roadmap, SolidX aims to revolutionize the escrow industry and establish a strong foundation
for the future of decentralized finance.

16. Contact & Links

For more information, please contact SolidX at solidx@solidx.tech
Website: solidx.tech
O�icial Telegram: h�ps://t.me/solidxportal
Twi�er: h�ps://twi�er.com/SolidXfinance
Terms & Conditions: h�ps://solidx.tech/terms/

Last updated: 19.10.2023
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